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Choose the correct negative form of the verb for each sentence.

4) The restaurants in West Point allow pets.  (do not / does not)

5) Mariah going to school today.  (isn't / aren't)

6) The Browns in town for Christmas.  (were not /was not)

10) the money enough to buy the necklace?  (Isn't / Aren't)

3) My friends there at the party.  (wasn't / weren't)

2) have any pictures of animals.  (do not / does not)  These books

1) Mrs. Dixon have olive oil in her pantry.  (don't / doesn't)

Example: Clara received her paycheck.  (hasn't / haven't)hasn't

7) Captain Rodger received any news of the missing soldiers.

(hasn't / haven't)

8) Ray and Ashley completed their assignments.  (has not / have not)

9) The apparel stores in Beaver Street close until 9 p.m.

(do not / does not).
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Name : Answer key

Choose the correct negative form of the verb for each sentence.

4) The restaurants in West Point allow pets.  (do not / does not)do not

5) Mariah going to school today.  (isn't / aren't)isn't

6) The Browns in town for Christmas.  (were not /was not)were not

10) the money enough to buy the necklace?  (Isn't / Aren't)Isn't

3) My friends there at the party.  (wasn't / weren't)weren't

2) have any pictures of animals.  (do not / does not)  These books do not

1) Mrs. Dixon have olive oil in her pantry.  (don't / doesn't)doesn't

Example: Clara received her paycheck.  (hasn't / haven't)hasn't

7) Captain Rodger received any news of the missing soldiers.hasn't

(hasn't / haven't)

8) Ray and Ashley completed their assignments.  (has not / have not)have not

9) The apparel stores in Beaver Street close until 9 p.m.do not

(do not / does not).
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